
 

Gameplay Alice has 3 runbtellas total at home and at work
a taros an umbrella if it is raining if there is one
a doesn't tano an umbrella if it is not raining
A rains each trip w p p Independently oftwo othertrips

Q what fraction of time does Alice get wet

Solution Xn umbrellas at current location
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positive
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time with no distribution
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To find it we can try to find
a solution to
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Proposition Kolmogorov's criterion An ergodic M C is

reversible if and only if for all finite sequences of
state's
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A classical example of true reversible Me

the Ehrenfest chain 1907 Paul Talian Ehrenfest
todescribe the movements of molecules

Toy model of gas
behaviour in two containers

Consider µ balls distributed in
2 urns

At each step select
a leak at random and move it to the

other urn




